Sound construction methods prove the most cost-effective

By RICKY J. KROEGER

All new golf course entrepreneurs recognize the necessity of completing construction of their golf course with a minimum of costs. Avoiding excessive construction costs can mean that enough money remains to allow construction of a more elaborate clubhouse area, or better yet, to decrease the amount of investment necessary.

Although architectural opinion varies regarding the creative strategies and artistic values which stimulate golfers to return over the life of a course, it should not be forgotten that few will return if the course is not green and playable. The three critical physical factors affecting cost-effective maintenance—soil, drainage and irrigation—have interrelationship sufficient to confuse most investor/developers and many golf course operators. In fact, few golf course architects sufficiently recognize the agronomy and hydrology necessary to minimize operational expenses after construction. If the architect cannot explain (or the investor/developer will not agree to provide) the necessary soil, drainage and irrigation relationships for a given course, there is a real likelihood of excessive maintenance costs in the future. Soil, drainage and irrigation problems, when built into the golf course, require the type of capital outlay that few new courses can afford after opening.

Looking back, it often becomes painfully clear that the solution was available during construction at a minimal price. Better to pay back a loan over seven years than to pay an annually increasing expense forever. Better still to avoid building in these problems from the beginning.

THE SOIL

The best soils for a golf course are not always available on the site. Be certain the architect you bring in to discuss your project has a true agronomic background. Although most soils can be managed to adequately support golf turf, the expense of doing so varies greatly. Careful consideration must be given to adapt the irrigation and drainage systems to the existing soil system. These two factors strongly affect the day-to-day expense of course operations. While sand may drain well, it requires very uniform distribution of water by the sprinklers to avoid dry, brown, dead areas (which is turn demand money and labor to repair). Clay, however, drains very poorly and requires very uniform distribution of water by the sprinklers to avoid wet areas (which are costly to drain later). Compaction of the soil during construction and use of the course after opening must also be considered as a significant factor which will affect the cost of maintenance.

THE GROUNDWATER

Any one involved in a golf course construction project should recognize that the interaction of the soil, water and vegetation significantly impacts the profitability of the project and its annual operation. Excess water is a foe capable of eroding profits. It causes courses to choose between closing to avoid damage (disrupting cash flow) or risking the expense of repairing the damage caused by players. Unfortunately, grass does not stop growing during wet periods—and the contrary, it grows all the more. Mowing equipment used at this time causes compaction, rutting and the resulting losses in playability.

Drainage systems do not need to be expensive to work. They must, however, be well conceived and effectively built. Skimping on this vital element during construction will mean that one must eventually either
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Pelican Marine
Enterprises, Inc.
3203 W. Waters Ave., Suite A
Tampa, FL 33614
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PROBLEM:
"Because of the shade trees, I'm spending too much time feeding & reseeding my greens."

SOLUTION:
No, don't cut down the trees. TurfTemp will furnish balanced warmth to the roots of your green even better than the sun. With warmer roots, you'll have harder and healthier turfgrass requiring less maintenance.

TurfTemp
HEATING/COOLING SYSTEMS
BioTherm 1-800-GET-HEAT Fax:707-762-9628 Ph:707-762-8425

NEW!
ACCU-GAGE®
LIFETIME
WARRANTY
ON BARS WITH DURA-COAT®
ACCU-GAGE is a precision tool for making highly accurate height-of-cut measurements on green mowers or other precision mowers. AVAILABLE IN 15", 18", and 24" bars.

Our LIGHTWEIGHT and RIGID aluminum bars are now treated with DURA-COAT. DURA-COAT wears better than tool steel and enables us to offer this unique LIFETIME WARRANTY. In addition, all replacement bars are treated with DURA-COAT, and have a LIFETIME WARRANTY.

To order call 1-800-253-2112 or fax 1-313-429-3985.
PRECISION TOOL PRODUCTS CO. 7836 Bethel Church Rd. • Saline, MI 48176

NEW ROPE-LOC™
Finally, a rope and stake system that works! Simple but unique, the ROPE-LOC system eliminates annoying or unsightly rope tangles. Simple, clean, durable - ROPE-LOC stakes are made of 3/8" steel and finished in attractive yellow polyester coating, as shown in the blow-up on the right.

Call for a special introductory offer.
1-313-429-9671, 1-400-333-5112 or fax: 313-429-3985
PRECISION TOOL PRODUCTS CO. • 7836 Bethel Church Rd. • Saline, MI 48176
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TerraBond Geotextiles
TerraFlow Drainage Systems

Modern Turf Management

TerraBond geotextile fabric permanently separates soils, sand, and stone. Promotes drainage, ideal as bunker liner and for putting green construction.

TerraFlow replaces perforated pipes and gravel drains. Up to 75% less trenching with heavy equipment. Fast, inexpensive installation. Less turf disruption.

Free information pack available. Call toll-free: 1-800-338-1122
(in Ohio: 1-800-752-6899) CONTECH CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS INC. • Innovative Products for over 75 Years.

TRIMS
Complete Management Solutions

QUIL VALLEY FARM, INC.

"Growers of Quality Turf Grasses"
- Meyer Z-52 Zoysia
- Tifway II
- El Toro Zoysia
- Tifdwarf
- Tall Fescue
- Big Rolls

(800) 666-0007
7501 Kanis Road
Little Rock, AR 72204
(501) 224-8873

PAVELEC BROTHERS
GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.

- New Construction
- Renovation
- Field Drainage Systems

TONY PAVELEC
(201) 667-1643
EMIL PAVELEC
(201) 939-6182
98 Evergreen Ave.
Nutley, NJ 07110

Super Stewards
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- Charles V. Benton, PhD and Gary Grigg, CGCS Naples National Golf Club (private/Florida region/Naples, Fla.);
- Paul Hickman, CGCS, Grenlefe Golf & Tennis Resort (resort/Florida region/Grenlefe, Fla.);
- Tony Rzadzki, Cantigny Golf Club (public/Great Lakes region/Wheaton, Ill.);
- Bruce Wolfcom, CGCS, Treetops/Sylvan Resort (resort/Great Lakes region/Gaylord/Mich.);
- John Miller, Jr., Hindman Park Golf Course (public/Mid-Continent region/Little Rock, Ark.);
- Philip George, CGCS, Prairie Dunes Country Club (private/Mid-Continent region/Hutchinson, Kan.);
- Thomas Janning, Rosewood Lakes Golf Course (public/West region/Reo, Nev.);
- John W. Gobbel, CGCS, Oakmont Country Club (private/West region/Stockton, Calif.);
- John P. Vigneron, CGCS, The Walk (public/Great Lakes region/Wheaton, Ill.);
- Paul Grigg, CGCS Naples National Golf Club (private/Florida region/Naples, Fla.);
- Paul Grigg, CGCS Naples National Golf Club (private/Florida region/Naples, Fla.);
- David Grigg, CGCS Naples National Golf Club (private/Florida region/Naples, Fla.);
- John P. Vigneron, CGCS The Walk (private/Great Lakes region/Wheaton, Ill.).

Donations are made by Ciba-Geigy and Rain Bird to GCSSA-S&R in the names of each national and regional winner: $500 for national and $50 for regional.

Kroeger comment
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increase the maintenance staff (with attendant increasing costs) or accept lower standards of playability and risk of income.

Irrigation
The demand for water is directly influenced by soil texture, soil salinity, monthly rainfall, irrigation water quality, the total irrigated turf and landscaped area, air temperature, relative humidity and grass species. The architect of the course must competently consider all of the above factors, as well as the source and availability of water at all times of the year, when designing the total watered area.

The engineering involved in designing an irrigation system includes every square meter of irrigated area on the property. It starts at the water source and does not end until the water leaving the sprinklers lands on the ground, uniformly distributed so as to eliminate wet and dry areas. The quality of the installed system is often gauged by its ability to:
- Operate efficiently using locally available skill levels of labor and supervision
- Evenly distribute water over the wide range of golf course conditions
- Accept additional sprinklers in the future
- Allow individual control for sprinklers in a specialized situation
- Operate over a given season with few repairs or maintenance costs
- State-of-the-art irrigation equipment which is appropriate for the specific region may appear expensive, but it has the ability to repay the additional costs from savings generated. One such component is the fertilizer injector, which is used to inject liquid fertilizer directly into the pipeline at the pumping station, eliminating the need for frequent trips across the course with tractors and spreaders. At US $10,000-20,000, they pay for themselves within a few years through labor savings, reduction of equipment-related damage and the shorter time period from seeding/stolonizing to opening of the course.

Typically, dollar driven reductions in the irrigation drainage and soil systems erode future operational profits. The new golf course entrepreneur in the process of a pre-construction cost control review would do well to utilize the experience of the architect's staff agronomist, or an experienced golf course superintendent, before finalizing the construction budget.
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